It is common when analyzing experimental data to encounter 
Introduction
Several problems in computer vision can be reduced to finding a low-dimensional linear subspace that provides the scene structure, such as the factorization method of Structure from Motion (SfM) [1] , optical flow estimation in multi-frame video [2] and Shape from Shading [3] . These approaches require fitting a large measurement matrix to its closest approximation subject to rank constraints which arise from the geometry or radiometry of the problem. Herein, we will examine matrix factorization as it applies to SfM. Ullman and Basri [4] also propose using the SVD method to fit a low rank matrix to a larger matrix when extra measurement data can be obtained.
When all measured 2D points can be tracked throughout an image sequence, a measurement matrix can be formed from the pixel coordinates of corresponding points in each image. The method of Tomasi and Kanade [1] uses the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to provide a rank 3 factorization of the measurement matrix and recover the 3D structure.
In most real world SfM problems, we cannot obtain the full measurement data matrix. This is due to ambiguity inherent in obtaining point correspondences for tracking. This ambiguity can result from changes in the appearance of object features under motion or where previously visible features become invisible in subsequent images. Additionally, the incomplete data matrix contains noise due to inaccurately located point correspondences. Hence, any method which tries to solve the SfM problems must deal with both the missing data and noisy data [1, 5, 6, 7, 8 ]. An iterative method is applied by Shum, Ikeuchi and Reddy [5] on the missing data problem, which can minimize the sum of square differences between the elements that are not missing in the fitting low-rank matrix and those in the data matrix. This method can converge to a locally optimal solution, but it does not guarantee a globally optimal one. Jacobs [6] provides another effective method to solve the missing data problem which doesn't have to start with a complete submatrix. In this algorithm, several triple-columns are selected to form a large complementary matrix, and SVD is then utilized to find the closest 3D linear subspace. Unfortunately, due to the randomness of the selected triple-columns, the recovered results vary extensively among different trials. In Chen and Suter's paper [7] , a hypothesis about the denoising capacity of the incomplete matrix is proposed and the Minimal Unreliability Ratio (MUR) is treated as the criterion when choosing the subset of data matrix. This selection is based on the number of missing data elements in each column, and the columns with less missing data are chosen. The problem with this technique is that in some cases, a column with more missing data could provide more useful shape recovery information than one with less missing data.
Our key idea is to derive a new criterion for the selection of triple-columns. Specifically, we use a measure of the sensitivity of each triple-column space to perturbations resulting from measurement noise in the data matrix. The measure comes from matrix perturbation theory which can define bounds on the sensitivity of singular values and singular vectors to additive noise. We will show that our criterion for column selection provides a more accurate recovery of 3D shape than previous selection methods.
Structure from motion with missing data
In this section, we first review the factorization method of SfM when there is no missing data. We then review the methods of Jacobs and Chen and Suter for recovering the full data matrix in the missing data case. For simplicity, we assume that the data matrix is composed of mean-centered points. This removes any translation component present in the motion.
Factorization method in SfM
A sequence of F images with P annotated points can be represented as a data matrix Q ∈ R
with each X f ∈ R 2×P , f = {1, 2, · · · , F }, composed of the mean-centered x p and y p coordinates of the points (p = {1, 2, · · · , P }) in the image sequence composed of row vectors x f , y f ∈ R 1×P :
In the structure from motion problem, this set of points is assumed to have resulted from the projection of a set of 3D point coordinates described by P ∈ R 3×P :
which undergoes an affine transformation between images
where S ∈ R 2F ×3 is composed of 2 × 3 orthogonal affine transformation matrices R f for each image:
In the noise-free case, the motion and shape matrices can be recovered exactly (up to an arbitrary affine transformation) from the SVD of Q for all images by
As such, S and P can be found by the rank 3 approximation of Q. This defines the factorization method of Tomasi and Kanade [1] . When the points in the 2D images are inaccurately measured, the SfM model becomes
where E ∈ R 2F ×P is a matrix of the noise in measurement at each point for each image. If the SVD is used to factorize Q, a least squares solution is obtained.
Missing data and data selection strategies
If there are some missing elements in the data matrix, it is necessary to recover the missing data before applying factorization methods to recover the 3D structure. In Tomasi and Kanade [1] , a rectangular subset of the matrix with no missing data is obtained prior to factorization. The missing data is recovered by adding new columns (or rows) and finding the linear combination of a basis for the columns (or rows) of the submatrix that best fits the non-missing elements of the new columns (or rows).
In Jacobs' approach [6] , constraints derived from some submatrices of the original matrix are combined and the linear fitting method is used to recover the missing data. Each column of Q can be regarded as the coordinate of a point in a 2F-dimensional space. SVD finds the 3D linear subspace L which is closest to the P 2F -dimensional points in Q. When there is neither noise nor missing data, L is the space spanned by any three linearly independent columns of Q. If there are some missing data in Q, each column can span an affine subspace containing all the possible points, and L should lie in the space spanned by three such affine subspaces. Let M i be the ith affine subspace and F k be the space spanned by the kth triple affine subspaces group which is randomly selected, L ⊆ F k . Thus, L should be a subset of the intersection of all possible F k , i.e.
If noise is introduced in Q, we have the measurement matrix Q. F will become the null-space because L cannot accurately lie in any F k . Jacobs uses a null-space based method to solve this problem. N k gives the matrix representation of the orthogonal complementary space of F k , and then N = N 1 N 2 · · · N l is the matrix representation of F ⊥ which is the final matrix in Jacobs' algorithm to be decomposed by SVD. In the presence of error, the matrix N will typically have full rank. The three singular vectors corresponding to the three smallest singular values are selected to form a 3D linear space L to be orthogonal to the matrix closest to N in the Frobenius norm sense. The affine shape of the original structure is recovered from L. The Euclidean shape that best approximates the original structure can be recovered if the Euclidean constraints are included [1] .
In Jacobs' algorithm, the triple-columns are randomly selected taking no account of the number of missing data elements in each column. Jacobs uses two methods to avoid the complete blind search: one is to set a maximum value on the number of columns in N, the other is to bias the selection of column triples to those having full entries in the rows which we have no information about in N. Unfortunately, in practice we see that the recovered results vary extensively when measured by the Mean Square Error (MSE). This indicates that the performance of Jacobs' algorithm really depends on the data (or the triple-columns) used. If a "good" set of triple-columns happen to be selected, the recovered shape of the rigid object can be very close to the ground-truth, but the worst case produces very poor results.
In Chen and Suter's method [7] , they define the reliability of a submatrix, which focuses on the number of missing data in each column. The Minimal Unreliability Ratio (MUR) is proposed as the criterion to select the most reliable submatrix whose missing entries are recovered first by iterative imputation. Generally, the column with fewer missing data elements will be favored for selection. If the existent data in the column with more missing entries are measured with less error, this column may provide more useful information for shape recovery than a more complete column of very noisy measurements. In general, the problem of finding a good approximation to a matrix with missing elements appears to be much harder than that of approximating a noisy but complete matrix. A selection step is necessary in non-imputing methods and we will next describe our selection criterion.
Proposed Selection Criterion
In Jacobs' algorithm, three columns of the measurement data matrix Q are selected randomly to form a submatrix. Now, consider the submatrix A i which consists of the i th triple-columns of Q. Then, let A i be the corresponding reduced form of A i by removing all the rows having at least one missing entry. The spanning space of A i is S i , and N i is the complementary subspace of S i . Then we expand N i by adding zero in all the rows which are removed from A i to A i to get the complementary space N i . All such N i will be packed together to form a big matrix
, and the low-dimensional linear space which we are seeking should be orthogonal to the matrix closest to N according to the Frobenius norm (such that this close matrix has a rank 3 complementary space). If all the above process is considered under the noise-free condition, we will get the matrices
and N respectively. Since N is the final matrix to be decomposed by SVD, the perturbation between N and N should be as small as possible to get the most precisely recovered result. In this sense, we also require the perturbation between each N i and N i to be as small as possible.
The perturbation pb(X, X ) between two matrices X and X of the same dimension can be measured by the distance, dist(X, X ), between two spaces spanned by the columns of X and X respectively. From [9] we know that the largest principal angle between two corresponding spanning spaces θ(span(X), span(X )) and the distance dist(X, X ) are related to each other by
This allows us to define the perturbation pb(X, X ) as the largest principal angle θ(span(X), span(X )). In the above process, it is easy to show that
Perturbation estimation of a submatrix
Using results from matrix perturbation theory, we now consider the problem of determining a submatrix A ∈ R m×n of a matrix Q ∈ R m×p with rank n < min(m, p), where Q has been perturbed by a matrix E Q ∈ R m×p . The perturbing matrix is considered to be noise in the observation of Q. As such, it is generally assumed that E Q F << Q F where · F denotes the Frobenius norm. We can define the noisy matrices as:
where E is the perturbation on A caused by E Q . Ultimately, we would like to find submatrices which are the most insensitive to perturbation. To this end, we begin by determining a bound on the distance between R( A) and R(A), where R(·) denotes the range, in terms of some f ( A) and E 2 , where · 2 denotes the 2-norm. Our idea is to use a perturbation theorem provided by Wedin [10] to determine a bound on the sine of the angle between the spanning spaces of A and A. Wedin's theorem is general, in that it actually defines a bound between subspaces of A and A. Before the theorem is presented, we begin with some definitions. Let with SVDs A = UΣV T and A = U Σ V T . A and A can be decomposed as
where
In the theorem that follows, the representation of E in the orthonormal subspace V 1 is used, rather than E directly, since we are defining bounds for subspaces. As such, define
Note that
Here · represents 2-norm or Frobenius norm. Given the aforementioned definitions, Wedin's theorem states [10] :
where Φ is a matrix of angles between R(U 1 ) and R( U 1 ), Θ is a matrix of angles between R(V 1 ) and R( V 1 ), and the operator σ(·) denotes the singular value spectrum.
Returning to the original problem, to determine a bound on the distance between the spanning spaces R( A) and R(A), we don't need to refer to subspaces of these matrices. Further, using the sine of the largest angle between R( A) and R(A), defined as θ(A, A), and the inequality in (15),
where Φ is a matrix of angles between R(A) and R( A) and Θ is a matrix of angles between R(A T ) and R( A T ).
From the conditions in the theorem, we can define gap = min σ( Σ 1 ) − max σ(Σ 2 ), with Σ 2 and Σ 1 diagonal matrices of the singular values of A and A respectively. Finally, for the case where m > n, the first n left singular vectors of U will span R( A) and the remaining singular vectors will have corresponding singular vales equal to 0 (the so-called "ghost" singular values). To illustrate, consider the following SVD for m > n, rewritten with a square matrix of singular values:
Comparing this to (13) if k = n,
From this we can conclude that in the condition in Wedin's theorem, max σ(Σ 2 ) = 0 and min σ( Σ 1 ) = min σ( A). Thus, the gap only depends on the minimum singular value of the perturbed matrix. This gives our expression for the bound on the distance between R(A) and R( A) as:
(18) In order to use the perturbation bound in (18) we must have some knowledge of the nature of the noise matrix E. Since it cannot be measured directly, we will resort to a statistical model. Specifically, we assume that the elements of the noise matrix are Gaussian distributed according to N (0, σ 2 ) and are independent of each other. This is a reasonable characterization of noise that arises from inaccurate measurements -it is most probable that the measurement will be close to the actual value. It was shown in [11] that the mean and variance of the largest eigenvalue λ 1 of the covariance matrix of an n × p Gaussian random matrix with entries distributed according to N (0, 1) are:
Given that the largest singular value of a matrix is its 2-norm, if we consider a Gaussian random matrix X with elements distributed as N (0, σ 2 ), then X = σX N where X N is a Gaussian random matrix with each element distributed according to N (0, 1). As such, X 2 = σ X N 2 . Similarly, the variance can be shown to be scaled by σ 2 . Hence for the mean of the 2-norm of our noise matrix E, we have: Notice also that from (19), the rate of positive change of the standard deviation becomes increasingly small as the size of the matrix increases, indicating that we can be quite confident of the the mean of the 2-norm for a modestly large n and p.
Deviation Parameter
From the upper bound on (18) and (20) we will define a deviation parameter DP ( A i ) of submatrix A i ∈ R P ×3 with x i rows of missing data as:
which provides measure of the sensitivity of the submatrix to perturbation due to noise. A small DP for the submatrix makes it a suitable candidate for inclusion in the final matrix N. The deviation parameter is affected by the noise in measurement matrix, the number of missing elements as well as the singular value spectrum of the submatrix. If the noise is scaled, the numerator of DP will also be scaled. If the number of the non-full rows (x i ) increases, both
The fact that the denominator decreases as a result of constructing a reduced A ∈ R r×n from r rows of A ∈ R m×n , r < m can be seen by comparing the smallest singular value of the full matrix to that of the submatrix:
with i = 1, 2, · · · , m and j = 1, 2, · · · r and a k ∈ R 1×n is the k th row of A. This shows that we cannot determine if a submatrix provides useful information for shape recovery by simply considering the number of missing elements. Our criterion represents a significant improvement over previous methods in that it also includes a data dependent measure of the sensitivity of the selected submatrix to noise.
The Deviation Parameter Algorithm
A new algorithm with DP based submatrix selection will be described next. Although the main procedure of the algorithm is the same as Jacobs', we have made several key improvements. First, since the optimal selection is extremely difficult to achieve and the DP criterion cannot guarantee the optimal selection of submatrices, we implement the same algorithm on n different subsets of the matrix, and use the average of all recovered results. Second, we only select the submatrix whose columns in the original matrix are well separated in position. This is because if the motion between two successive frames is small, the localization error on the feature points will seriously degrade the reliability of the data. We set a minimum difference min diff between the largest and smallest ordinal number of three columns as the ordinal difference condition. Last, we use the most reliable submatrix to recover the 3D structure. This way we can use fewer submatrices to build a smaller final matrix than that used in [6] . The steps in the DP algorithm are:
1. Select a subset of images and use the 2D projective coordinates of all the feature points to build a measurement data matrix.
2. Calculate the deviation parameters of all the possible three-column submatrices which satisfy the ordinal difference condition min diff and sort all these values from small to large.
3. Choose the submatrices with smallest deviation parameter to construct the final matrix.
4. Use SVD to get the rank 3 linear space by spanning the three singular vectors corresponding to the three smallest singular values, and recover the structure of the scene up to a Euclidean shape.
5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 n times, and set the average as the final solution.
Experiment
Our experiments are implemented on a synthetic data set which includes 18 feature points on a 3D face model. We select the mass center of all these points as the origin. This guarantees that there will be no translation in the data. The 3D feature points rotate randomly 30 times, and are mapped onto the xy-plane to build 18 × 60 2D feature point data matrix Q. The noise matrix E will be generated on different variances σ 2 from 0.09 to 1. The maximal absolute value in Q is no more than 100, so the noise level is from 0.3% to 1%. To simulate the situation of missing data, we randomly occlude the data in Q with the ratio m% from 10% to 40%. We compare the recovered 3D structure from the DP method to the ground-truth. Table 3 : MSE results with MUR and DP as the selection criterion.
against Jacobs' algorithm and Chen and Suter's method. All the comparisons are based on the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the ground-truth and the recovered one. We first verify the effectiveness of DP . Under the conditions of missing data and noise level, we sort all submatrices in a sequence according to their DP values from small to large. In the sorted submatrix sequence, we select the smallest k% of them to build the final matrix N and recover the 3D structure. In Table 1 , the recovery results in terms of MSE between the ground-truth and the recovered one are listed. We can see that on various noise and missing data conditions, the results recovered from the submatrices with smaller DP are better than those recovered with larger DP . Table 1 also indicates that we should select the submatrix from the set of submatrices with DP 's ranked in the smallest 20%.
For comparison, we run Jacobs' algorithm and the DP algorithm 100 times under different noise and missing data conditions. Since both of them cannot guarantee an optimal solution, we compare the average performance based on the first 50 best MSE results. The maximum, mean, min- imum and variance among the MSEs of these Jacobs' results are denoted by J max , J mean , J min and J var . DP max , DP mean , DP min and DP var are the corresponding values of the DP algorithm's results. The experimental results are listed in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the experimental results of the DP algorithm are always better than the results of Jacobs's method. When the data set has a higher noise level or a larger proportion of the data are missing, the DP algorithm's performance is much better than Jacobs'. The reliability of the new method is better because the variance of the recovered results of the DP method is much smaller than that of Jacobs'. Another important thing to notice from the experimental results is that if we average these 50 recovered 3D shapes to get an average shape, the average shape will be a better estimation than any individual one in general. In Table 2 , the MSE of the average shape, DP avg , is very close to DP min in most cases or in some cases is smaller. This indicates that the noise effect can be weakened further by averaging multiple recovered results. Figure 1 shows the best results obtained with our algorithm under the condition (σ 2 , m%)=(1.00, 40%), which means large noise and a large proportion of missing data, for the 18 points face model overlayed on the ground-truth, illustrating a very small MSE. By comparison, Figure 2 exhibits a significant deviation from the ground-truth for the best results from Jacobs' algorithm under the same condition (1.00, 40%).
In Chen and Suter's paper, the Minimal Unreliability Ratio (MUR) is proposed as the criterion to select the most reliable submatrix. We compared the performance between two data selection criteria, MUR and DP . The algorithm in [6] is used to recover the 3D structure in both cases. In the case of less missing data, only a few columns are excluded from the most reliable submatrix. columns in the most reliable submatrix is 56.91 on average over 100 times. And on average 50.65 columns are left in the most reliable submatrix if the missing data percentage is 40%. We give two sets of comparison results under the different percentage of missing data, 30% and 40% in Table  3 . From the results, the performance of the DP algorithm is much better than that of MUR criterion since the MUR cannot reduce that large amount of columns. On the other hand, from Tables 2 and 3 , MUR can identify some columns not suitable to be used in recovery, so its results are better than the recovery without any selection. Although we cannot compare the exact performance between Chen and Suter's method and the DP algorithm in this way, the overall effectiveness of our data selection strategy is illustrated.
Conclusion
In this paper, a new criterion, the deviation parameter DP , is proposed which can be used to recover the 3D structure more precisely with limited effects from the noise and missing data. This criterion, based on the perturbation estimation of the subspace, takes into account both the effect of noise and the ratio of missing data, as well as the data matrix itself. The DP method performs well under different noise levels and can tolerate large percentages of missing data.
